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In today’s competitive retail
atmosphere it is important to
maximize every sales opportuni-

ty. Two of the most effective ways to
accomplish this are through the use
of add-on sales and by planting the
seeds for future sales. The dealer
who maintains a good inventory of
equipment cases is well prepared to
take advantage of both situations.
When most people hear the word
“case” they often think strictly of bow
cases but the often overlooked line
of accessory cases can also greatly
increase sales opportunities. Cases
make great add-on sales items or
they can be used to sweeten a pack-
age deal. However before we talk
about cases in more depth lets look
at some of the logic behind add-on
sales and the art of seeding future
sales. 

I remember talking to a gun
shop owner several years ago who
told me that because of the heavy
competition in gun sales he felt the
average customer shopped for a gun
strictly on price. “Although cus-

tomers closely checked the cost of
the firearm they wished to purchase
they seldom seemed concerned
about the cost of the associated
items such as scopes, scope mount-
ing rings, scope covers, slings, or
even ammunition,” he added. “As
long as my price on the high cost
item was competitive I could nor-
mally make full mark-up on the
accessory items which the average
customer almost certainly bought. I
also found that by making up pack-
age deals of a firearm plus the relat-
ed accessories I had better control
over the package price and built in
profit margin as the actual cost of the
gun was ‘lost’ in the package.”  This
example is as well suited for today’s
archery dealer as it was to that gun
dealer years ago and it illustrates the
sales potential accessories offer in
the way of additional profits and
sales flexibility.

During the time I operated my
own archery shop I tried to make
every attempt to maximize my sales.
I always believed every sale had two

c o m p o -
nents, the
p r e s e n t
sale and
the future
sale. The
first step of

course was to maximize the present
sale through the use of add-on sales
that complemented the customers’
original purchase such as a sight,
rest, quiver etc. that would be a nat-
ural add-on for a bow purchase. If
they were buying a treestand add-on
sale items might include tree steps
or a ladder to go along with a hang-
on stand, a pull-up rope or a bow
holder while extra blades are a nat-
ural add-on with any broadhead
purchase. 

However at some point during
the sales process the customer will
send a signal that he has reached his
comfort level or his budgetary limit
for the moment. This might be a sim-
ple statement such as, “I think that
will be all for now.”  This does not
mean the customer is done buying;
it simply means he is done buying at
this particular point in time. In my
mind the hard work of getting the
customer to agree to a purchase has
already been done and it is the now
time to plant the seeds for future
sales. Anyone who has ever planted a
garden knows it’s a lot harder to plow
the ground than to spread the seed.
Because the customer has agreed to
make a purchase it is an indication

Plano’s Bow-Max has a unique hip roof design that opens from the top.
The bow is held securely on pivoting rubber bow retainers which can be
adjusted for the perfect fit. Arrow storage with broadhead covers is built
into each lid. The case which is lockable and airline approved comes
with an accessory storage box.

Pole Mountain’s BowShield combines features of a bow
sling and a bow case into one.



that he is open to future sales as well.
This means the ground has already
been plowed and all the salesperson
has to do is plant an idea that may
grow into a future sale. Let’s consider
how equipment cases can best be
used to enhance present sales as well
as future sales, take a closer look at
cases in general and a few specialty
cases in particular.

In some ways competition is like
tough love. It can be painful but in
the long run if you survive you will
be stronger for it. While I never quite
understood the logic, some dealers
think the only way to attract bow
sales is cut the retail price. While it
may attract some sales the question
is does it make sense?  The first prob-
lem is that the “price cut” comes
right off of the dealers’ profit margin.
So a discount of $50 on a bow means
the dealer just reduced his bottom
line profit by $50. However let’s
assume that instead of a straight dis-
count the dealer offers $50 of acces-
sories with the bow purchase. The
customer still gets an additional
value of $50 dollars but the dealer is
only giving up his wholesale differ-

ence which in the case of a $50
accessory package amounts to
approximately $30 out of his profit.
This puts an extra $20 in the dealer’s
pocket. Right off the bat that makes
sense but secondly and even more
important it allows the dealer future
flexibility in regards to the discount.

Let’s assume a dealer is offering
a popular brand bow for $50 dollars
off of the retail price so he can match
his competition and suddenly the
competition goes out of business. If
the dealer suddenly raises his bow
price to the original suggested retail
price the customer sees a price
increase of $50. However if the deal-
er offers a $50 bow case with the pur-
chase of every bow the customer gets
the $50 additional value costing the
dealer only $30 as per our previous
example. But now if the competition
goes out of business the dealer can
keep his bow price the same and
simply discontinue the promotional
offer of a free case with every bow if
he chooses to do so. The customer
will easily accept the end of a pro-
motional offer and will not regard it
as a price increase, resulting in better
customer relations. 

In this regard bow cases make a
great tool when putting together a
value added bow package while min-
imizing the dealer’s out of pocket
cost resulting in more profit per sale.
Bow cases can also be combined
with several other accessories when

offering complete promotional
packages such as a bow, sight, stabi-
lizer, rest, quiver, release, six arrows
and a bow case for example. By
closely monitoring the items includ-
ed and the total package price the
dealer can put together packages
that maximize the built in-profit on
the bow and still make a margin on
the “package” accessories. When
used in this manner bow cases give
the dealer great flexibility in offering
discounts without actually reducing
the price of the bow. It also allows
the dealer to control his profit mar-
gin by regulating the composition of
the package and not by constantly
raising or lowering prices or worse
getting locked into a lowball price.

When not used as part of a bow
package cases again give the dealer
additional add-on sales opportuni-
ties. Let’s assume you are dealing
with a customer who just purchased
a bow with all the possible trim-
mings who tended to upgrade each
item selected. If they gave no indica-
tion that, “That’s all for now”, they
are still in a buying mood and they
are the perfect candidate for the pur-
chase of a bow case in which to store
and protect their new purchase.
Failing to suggest they consider a
bow case is just leaving money on
the table for the competition down
the street to pick up. 

On the other hand let’s assume
that the customer has reached his
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The Electronics Sportsmens Case by
MTM Case Gard is designed to store and
protect delicate electronic gear. Walkie-
talkies, range finder, GPS units and small
digital cameras are becoming must-have
gear for today’s bow hunter. This case is
especially designed with a “Pluck-N-Pull
layer of foam that allows the case to be
customized to fit the stored gear for max-
imum protection. A battery storage case
that comes with the unit keeps needed
batteries close at hand. A display of these
units with one open and loaded with
gear is a sure-fire way to attract atten-
tion for this potentially hot seller.

This Pro-44 Max-1, by Blacks Creek Guide Gear accepts bows with axle lengths of up to
44 inches. It has a long accessory pocket that will accept a hard arrow box. The Pro-44
is made from heavy duty canvas with a reinforced Cordura bottom, heavy duty handles
and zippers with camo accents. This case not only protects the bow it looks classy while
doing it.



budgetary limit leaving no room for
any additional add-on sales at this
time. Now is the perfect opportunity
to simply say something like, “Down
the road you may want to consider
picking up a bow case. Not only do
they protect your gear, they make it
easy to store and transport as well.
We have a number of nice cases to
select from so the next time you are
in I will be glad to spend some time
showing you the different models.”
What you have just done is plant the
seeds of a future sale. Archers love
gear and they are always looking for
something to buy when they have
some spare cash. Planting ideas in
your customer’s head today for a
future sales harvest just makes good
business sense.

PUTTING EQUIPMENT
CASES IN PERSPECTIVE 
While equipment cases certainly

include bow cases they also go far

beyond and in doing so open up the
possibilities of many additional sale
opportunities. While I have several
bow cases I also have arrow cases,
tackle cases, ammo style dry boxes
for miscellaneous gear plus padded
cases for optics and electronic gear
such as radios, GPS’s and rangefind-
ers. My wife says the only thing I
don’t have is a case for my cases.

Today’s equipment is expensive
and it makes no sense to spend good
money for the latest gear and not
spend a few extra dollars to protect
it. Getting your customers to think
about equipment cases as insurance
to protect their purchases is the best
way to get them to stop thinking
about a case as something nice to
have and instead getting them to
think about cases as something they
must have. 

HARD SIDE VERSUS 
SOFT SIDED CASES

Bow cases come in both soft and
hard sides. Soft sided cases offer
basic protection plus limited storage
and are normally fine for casual
transportation. Hard sided cases are
available in a wide variety of designs
and storage options from basic pro-
tection to cases designed specifically
for extreme travel conditions.  

The original soft sided cases that
were considered as a lower price
point item now have direct competi-
tion with low cost entry level hard
cases which many
customers prefer
when given the
choice. To combat

this trend and to offer the customer
more choices and the dealer more
flexibility semi-rigid and hybrid
cases are now available as well as
manufacturer specific logo soft
cases.

Several bow manufacturers offer
bow cases that carry their logo.
These cases are quite popular
among brand loyal customers.
Mathews, Hoyt, BowTech and Alpine
archery are just a few among the bow
manufacturers offering such cases.
To take advantage of these potential
add-on sale opportunities check
with the manufacturers of the bow
lines you carry for availability.   

BLACK’S CREEK GUIDE GEAR
Blacks Creek Guide Gear is well

known for high quality, well
designed hunting packs and acces-
sories. Offered in its line is an assort-
ment of premium bow cases. The
Pro-38 Series accepts bows with axle
lengths of up to 38 inches while the
Pro-44 is designed for bows with axle
lengths of up to 44 inches. All cases
offer accessory compartments as
well a long accessory pocket that will
accept a hard arrow box. These cases
are made of heavy duty canvas with
reinforced Cordura bottoms, heavy
duty handles, zippers and camo
accents.

Blacks Creek Guide Gear is
licensed by Mathews to manufacture
the official Mathews line of bow
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The interiors of SKB’s
heavy duty hard-shell
bow cases are designed
to hold and protect the
contents from shock
and damage through
the use of different
density foams. These
cases also incorporate
molded bumpers at the
corners and other criti-
cal points of the case
which are designed
specifically to absorb
shock in the event the
case is dropped or
when struck by another
object.

Blue Sky Archery is the manufacturer of
a complete bow carrying system that not
only keeps a bowhunter’s gear organized
but allows them to carry it to and from
their hunting site with ease as is demon-
strated here by Hugh Trussell, President
of Blue Sky Archery. The system can be
carried on the shoulder or across the
back. Call (866) 363-7100 to learn more.



cases as well as backpacks, duffle
bags, accessories and more all made
to Mathews standards and carrying
the Mathews logo. Blacks Creek
offers a soft-sided padded Mission
Bow Case for the Mathews Mission
bows which accepts a bow complete

with quiver and features exterior
pockets for storage as well as an
“arrow box” pocket. The All-Around
and the Elite bow cases show classic
design and both offer plenty of room
for bow with quiver attached plus
additional pocket storage. The Elite
is divided into two main sections
that allow for storage of one bow and
a second large storage compartment
for extra gear or it can be used to
carry a second bow in the same case. 

Blacks Creek also offers three
semi-rigid bow cases that feature a
soft fabric outer layer with an internal
rigid design for added protection. The
Mathews 10:10, Drenalin and DXT
model cases all carry the Mathews
logo and feature two internal pockets
and a third pocket for arrows. These
cases are also designed to zip onto
Blacks 3:16 Lumbar Pack or its 16:13
Backpack allowing the bowhunter to
fully protect their gear during trans-
portation into the back country for a
wilderness hunt. For more informa-
tion contact Blacks Creek Guide Gear
at (800) 742-1405. 

PLANO
“The depth of Plano’s archery

accessory and bow case line-up
allows the dealer to offer his cus-
tomers a variety of cases in a range
of price points guaranteed to meet
their budget,” explained Jesse
Simpkins, Plano’s Director of
Marketing.

Plano’s Protector Bow Case
Series are all hard-shell cases con-
structed with the patented
PillarLock System which features
two crush-resistant internal struc-
tural pillars. These pillars add rigidi-
ty to the case providing additional
protection to the equipment being
stored and transported. Three cases
are offered in the Protector Series in
different sizes and with different
internal configurations. Each holds
bow, arrows and accessories. The
Bow-Max Single Bow Case also fea-
tures a separate full-length storage
area and includes a ProLatch storage
box to help keep small items orga-
nized. 

MTM Case Gard’s Arrow Plus Box comes
in 31 inch and 37 inch lengths. The Arrow
Plus is just what the name implies; it pro-
vides arrow storage plus much more. It
can carry a maximum of 36 arrows or 18
arrows plus an average sized quiver. In
addition there is plenty of room for addi-
tional gear in the divided storage com-
partment located along the length of the
box.

Circle 109 on Response Card



The Bow-Max 1101 features a
unique hip-roof design that cradles
the bow in pivoting rubber bow
retainers with arrow storage in both
lids complete with broadhead cov-
ers. A hard crossbow case is also
available that accepts most of
today’s crossbows even with scopes
attached. It has high-density foam
and poly tie-downs to protect the
crossbow.  

Also offered by Plano is its Bow
Guard line of hard-shell bow cases in
both single and double bow design.
The Bow Guard SE Pro Series fea-
tures a generously-sized removable
accessory box with built-in broad-
head tool and adjustable compart-
ments. 

Hybrid cases are also available in
both the Bow Guard and Plano line.
Hybrid cases combine materials that
deliver hard-shell protection with
soft-sided convenience. Hard-shell
plastic provides protection at the
critical points of the case while por-
tions of the exterior feature durable
600 denier PVC-lined water-resistant
fabric with foam armor underbelly
for maximum protection. The
hybrid’s have spacious interiors,
accessory pockets and waterproof
zippers. They come in a solid green
color or with an attractive camo
accent.

For additional arrow storage
Plano offers its 18 arrow Bow-Max
Arrow Case with the PillarLock sys-
tem for maximum protection.
Plano’s Adjustable Arrow Tube is

three inches in diameter and col-
lapses to 25- 5/8 inches long making
it suitable for even crossbow bolt
storage. The case expands in three
inch increments to a maximum
length of 39 inches handling even
the longest shafts. The FL Arrow Case
by Bow Guard provides storage for 36
arrows, has compartments for acces-
sories and a built-in broadhead
remover.

Plano also offers a number of
various sized accessory boxes some
of which are designed for miscella-
neous archery gear and some gener-
al storage boxes that are well suited
for storing related hunting gear such
as drag ropes, rattle bags, deer calls,
GPS’s, optics etc. Call (603) 552-3111
for more information.

MTM CASE-GARD
MTM Case-Gard is the manufac-

turer of a wide variety of molded
products for
the outdoors-
man includ-
ing a series of
e c o n o m i c a l
arrow cases.
MTM offers
three arrow
cases in

lengths of 24, 33 and 36 inches mak-
ing them suitable for everything
from crossbow bolts to the longest
hunting arrow complete with
broadhead attached. The cases hold
from a dozen up to two dozen
arrows depending upon model
selected. These cases are designed
to fit easily into the arrow pockets
found on many popular bow cases.

MTM’s line also includes two
version of an Arrow-Plus Box which
is designed to carry up to 36 arrows
or 18 arrows plus an average sized
quiver. The box also has four spa-
cious compartments for accessories
such as arm guards, releases, sight
bars or stabilizers. Two broadhead
accessory boxes are also available
for the safe storage of broadheads
or other small archery accessories.

For the safe storage of delicate
items such as GPS units, rangefind-
ers or walkie-talkies MTM has a
Sportsmen’s Electronics Case. This
unique case features a three layer
foam insert one layer of which is a
Pluck-N-Pull (pre-sliced foam)
allowing the layer to be customized
to fit the object being stored for
maximum protection. Included in
the case is a battery organizer that
holds up to 20AA or 28AAA batter-
ies. 

For the miscellaneous gear that
all bowhunters accumulate MTM
has a wide assortment of utility and
accessory boxes that are well suited
for the storage  of these items keep-
ing them organized. Call (800) 543-
0548 for complete information.
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The Mathews Drenalin bow case is one
of several official Mathews cases avail-
able from Blacks Creek Guide Gear. The
case fits most bows up to 33 inches in
length axle to axle. It features three inter-
nal pockets, two for miscellaneous acces-
sories and one for arrows

Primos
Brand Gear
Soft Bow
Case with
Arrow Case
Pocket
accepts the
bow with
both quiver
and stabiliz-
er. The
added
Arrow Case
Pocket com-
bines the arrows and bow in one easy to carry package. The Soft Bow Case is construct-
ed of 600D Polyester with a weather resistant coating and is completely padded to pro-
tect the bow. It has one exterior and two interior pockets to carry accessories.
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SKB
“While most customers insist on

quality in the guns, bows, arrows and
optics they buy when it comes to the
cases that protect that equipment
quality is often the last thing they
think about,” said Chris Skahill,
Sports Manager for SKB. “Simply
stacking cases in the corner does not
guarantee they will sell. It is impor-
tant for the dealer to understand the
differences between the quality of
cases and which purposes they best
suit. This knowledge will better pre-
pare them to help their customer
make the proper selection for their
needs.”

SKB prides itself on its quality
cases from its soft sided models for
casual use to the hard sided cases
designed for the rigors of more
extreme travel conditions. SKB’s soft
sided bow cases offer an interior
compartment wide enough to
accept a bow with quiver attached.
Large outside pockets provide room
for the storage of accessories and
see-through mesh pockets can be
found inside the case for the storage
of smaller items. The soft sided cases
are available in an attractive teak-
wood brown or a popular camo pat-
tern with top quality leather handles
and trim.

SKB’s hard case line offers both
single and double bow models. All

hard case models feature four inte-
grated latches two of which incorpo-
rate TSA (Transportation Security
Administration) locks. This is an
important feature for those that will
be flying with their equipment as it
ensures the case will be locked at all
times. Airline security can open lug-
gage at any time for inspection and if
locked with a non TSA lock the lock
can be removed for inspection leav-
ing the case unlocked for the balance
of the trip. Cases with TSA locks can
be opened for inspection by security

personnel and relocked when the
inspection is complete keeping the
equipment secure. 

SKB’s hard cases feature molded
bumpers at the corners and other
critical points designed to absorb
shock in the event the case is
dropped or struck with another
object. The interior of the cases uses
SKB’s compression technology
which consists of different density
foams in different configurations.

Circle 270 on Response Card

The BowShield Bow Carrier covers all
vulnerable parts of the bow and is
designed to transport the bow from the
vehicle to the hunting site. Extra pockets
in the carrier provide plenty of space for
the extra gear required and the shoulder
strap makes the whole job easy while
protecting the cams and cables from
brush. The BowShield is versatile enough
to be used as a scabbard when hunting
from horseback 

In many ways the Bow Bat by GamePlan
is like a kid’s transformer. It is a combina-
tion backpack and bow case that con-
verts into a padded backrest at the hunt-
ing site. The Bow Bat which wraps around
the bow protecting the cams with
CamCovers contains a series of pockets
in which gear can be stored. The built in
handle and shoulder strap allows the
hunter to transport all of his gear to the
hunting site. Once at the site the Bow Bat
converts from case to a padded backrest
which keeps all of the required gear
organized and close at hand.



High density foam protects the
equipment from shock while the egg
crate foam prevents equipment
movement once the case is closed.
Several models also have built in
rollers making handling the case in
travel situations much easier.

SKB is so confident of the quality
of its cases that it offers a $1,500
Content Coverage Warranty. SKB will
pay up to $1,500 to repair or replace
any equipment damaged by a com-
mercial airline carrier while it is
secured in any of SKB’s ATA (Airline
Transportation Association) rated
cases. This warranty does not apply
to any of SKB’s economy cases. Call
(800) 654-5992 for complete infor-
mation. 

VANGUARD
In its wide range of products

Vanguard offers both airline
approved rectangular and contoured
bow cases. The contoured cases are
vacuum formed hard-shell cases
with padded interiors, reinforced
corners, key lock latches and pad
lock receptacles. They feature a
dovetail seal and key specific locks.
All cases have arrow storage and
depending upon the model come in
black or camo. The double bow case
has room for two bows or one bow

with quiver attached plus
additional storage space
for plenty of extra gear. It
also features built-in
mylar wheels and a pull
handle making it ideal for
airline travel. For informa-
tion call (800) 875-3322.

PRIMOS
T.J. Williams, Media

Director for Primos said,
“Primos Brand Gear Soft
Bow Case with Arrow Case
Pocket is a revolution in
simplicity. It is no longer
necessary to take off the
stabilizer or arrow quiver
to safely store the bow. We have
added an Arrow Case Pocket allow-
ing the transportation of both arrows
and bow in one easy case. Simply
place the bow in the Soft Bow Case,
zip it up and go. Our Soft Bow Case is
constructed of 600D Polyester with
weather resistant coating and is
completely padded to protect the
bow. It has one exterior and two inte-
rior pockets to carry accessories.”  

While not considered a full bow
case Primos also offers its Bow Sling
which protects the cams, cables and
strings during transportation to and
from the hunting site. The Bow Sling

fits bows from
32 to 40 inches

in length and can also be used to
provide protection for the bow in the
car, truck or on an ATV. Its built-in
elastic design makes it easy to put on
or take off the bow in an instant. For
more information call (800) 523-
2395.

POLE  MOUNTAIN
While bow cases are normally

thought of as a full enclosure provid-
ing protection during transportation
partial cases or shields are also gain-
ing in popularity. The BowShield by
Pole Mountain is a perfect example
of this new approach. The BowShield
is a bow carrier and partial case
combined. The BowShield encloses
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The interior of this bow case by Vanguard shows the tie down
straps used to secure the bow and the recessed area in the lid for
arrows. Plenty of extra room in the case allows for storage of addi-
tional accessories and the waffle foam ensures when the lid is
closed all items within the case will be held securely in place. The
Vanguard case has reinforced corners, key lock latches and pad
lock receptacles making it ideal for airline travel.

The Primos Bow Sling comes with a padded shoulder
strap for a comfortable carry. The bow cams are pro-
tected by padded cups and the string guard comes
with snap closures for when the going gets tough. The
Bow Sling will securely fit any bow from 32 to 40 inch-
es. The elastic makes removal quick and easy.

Hybrid cases such as this Bow Guard single bow case by
Plano combine hard-shell protection with soft sided conve-
nience. All critical areas of the case have high-impact protec-
tion to protect sights and cams. The inside of the case has
built-in multi-compartment storage pockets with see-through
vinyl making accessories easy to store and quick to locate.
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the strings, cables, cams and limbs
of the bow and has a built in no-slip
shoulder padded strap. 

The BowShield offers protection
for the bow when stored or in the
vehicle but it is also designed to be
used to carry the bow to the hunting
site protecting the bow, cams, strings
and cables from damage and brush.
BowShield is also available with
pockets for the storage of associated
gear allowing the bowhunter to pick
it up and go knowing he has all he
will need when he gets to his hunting
stand. Phone (707) 632-5711.

GAMEPLAN GEAR
GamePlan’s Bow Bat is a combi-

nation bow case, gear organizer and
backpack. The Bow Bat “wraps”
around the bow and sight while pro-
tective covers enclose the cams. This
protective bow case conveniently
organizes all the hunters gear within
the built in pockets while the handle
and sling allow the hunter to easily
carry all of his gear to his hunting site
confident he has everything he needs. 

A unique feature of the Bow Bat
is it ability to serve double duty.
Once at the stand the Bow Bat easily
transforms from a bow case into a
padded backrest keeping all the
hunter’s necessary gear close at hand
in conveniently located pockets. For
more information on the Bow Bat
call (877) 544-6699.

SUMMARY
Bowhunting is an extremely

equipment intensive sport.
Archers in general and
bowhunters in particular love to
buy all sorts of gear and gadgets.
Protecting all of that expensive
equipment and keeping it orga-
nized is a must and that makes
bow and accessory cases a natur-
al sales item for any pro shop. 
The problem is cases do not really

push the buttons of the consumer like
a new sight or release does but in
many ways they are equally as impor-
tant. However while most pro shop
owners are well versed in selling bows,
arrows and the associated gear few
actually target case sales. 

I remember spending several
hours in an archery shop recently
while the staff busily outfitted several
customers with new bows, sights,
quivers, arrow rest and all the bells
and whistles. I noticed that not one
sale included a bow case although
there were several great cases stacked
in the corner. 

As the day drew to a close and
things slacked off we had time to chat
a little about how the day went. “After
some idle chit-chat I stated, “I noticed
that no one bought a bow case today.
Any idea why?” “Cases never seem to
sell,” the owner replied, while every-
one else nodded in agreement. “No
one ever seems to ask for one.” 

“I noticed that most of the cus-
tomers didn’t ask for string peeps,
arrow rest, sights, stabilizers or a new
release either but you all managed to
sell everyone most if not all of those
items,” I continued. “The difference
was you made an effort to sell those
items. You explained the differences in
models you offered and the advan-
tages of each. You gave the customer
the opportunity to make an informed
decision which in most cases resulted
in an additional sale. However when it
came to a bow case none of you ever
mentioned it. Somehow you expected
the customer to ‘discover’ the fact that
a case would protect his investment
while keeping his gear organized, all
by himself.”  “I never thought about it
like that,” the owner replied as his eyes
widened. “I know,” I laughed. “That’s

why there is still a pile of cases in the
corner. Remember cases don’t sell.
Salesmen sell them!”    

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

GOAT TUFFGOAT TUFF™™

GLUEGLUE

GOAT TUFF
P R O D U C T S
9375 N. Hampshire Dr.

Tucson, AZ 85742

Phone & Fax 
(520) 742-1701
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SKB’s soft side bow cases are stylish and
rugged. The internal bow compartment is
wide enough to leave the quiver attached
for storage and transportation. Exterior
pockets are roomy and easily accessible
while the see through internal mesh
pocket allows for quick identification of
stored items.


